These activities and ideas are based around the book “We’re Going on an Egg Hunt” by Martha Mumford.

All activities could be done without the book!
Other Linked Stories to read and enjoy

All our activities can be used with these books as well!
Egg Box Play

Use empty 10 hole egg boxes or ice trays for sorting trays. Draw on the bottom of the egg box numbers in order. Go hunting for tiny objects of the same amount to put inside.
Talking Together

I wonder what kind of objects will fit? Will we need smaller objects for bigger numbers?

Write the numbers out of order on a new egg box and play a reveal game. Which number is under which egg?

If we put 5 eggs in our box, can you move them around and show me 5 in a different way?

Lets do this with different amounts of eggs.

For the number under the egg lets do that many skips hops jumps or bunny ears!